
•  Microaspiration of contaminated oropharyngeal and gastric secretions is the major 
    route of entry for bacteria into the lower respiratory tract.1

Risks to Consider

Managing Microaspirations

•  In mechanically ventilated patients, microaspiration can result in ventilator-associated
    events (VAE).2 

•  Some patient-related risk factors influencing risk of microaspiration in
    mechanically ventilated patients include1

•  Some tracheal tube-related risk factors such as longitudinal folds 
    in HVLP tracheal cuff may also allow the leakage of fluid and
    lead to microaspiration.1
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OUR SOLUTION

Up to 88% of intubated critically 
ill patients suffer from microaspiration 1

Complications due to microaspiration include:3 
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The Avanos Adult MICROCUFF* Tube features the breakthrough technology
of an advanced microthin polyurethane (PU) cuff material, designed to 
reduce microaspiration
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•  Leakage of fluid that may occur around the cuff of the endotracheal tube, 
    into the airway is potentially a serious form of microaspiration3

•  To improve outcomes and prevent complications in all patients 
    on mechanical ventilation, standard practices are followed that 
    constitute the ventilator ‘bundle of care’: 5,6
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•  Improvement in the performance of tracheal tubes can help reduce
    microaspiration and prevent VAE2,4


